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In the past year, you've probably heard a sermon or read a book about prayer or reading your
Bible. You may have attended a small group study to learn how to better reach out to your
community or how to improve your marriage.But when was the last time you heard a sermon
about worship? When did your Sunday School class study how we're supposed to worship? If
a sampling of one person from each church in your town was brought together in one room, do
you think they might have a common definition of worship?Worship Theory is an
encouragement for all Christians to study Scripture, open discussion, and develop worship
beyond how we have come to accept it. Examine worship's importance, its purpose, and its
implications on our lives. Find out how the opinions and ideas you already have about worship
affect not only your offering before God, but how they relate to your image of God and His
working in your life. Then learn what it means to incorporate worship in to the whole of your
life.
Globalization, technological change, and deregulation have made the American marketplace
increasingly competitive in recent decades, but for many workers this “new economy” has
entailed heightened job insecurity, lower wages, and scarcer benefits. As the job market has
grown more volatile, a variety of labor market intermediaries—organizations that help job
seekers find employment—have sprung up, from private temporary agencies to government
“One-Stop Career Centers.” In Staircases or Treadmills? Chris Benner, Laura Leete, and
Manuel Pastor investigate what approaches are most effective in helping workers to secure
jobs with decent wages and benefits, and they provide specific policy recommendations for
how job-matching organizations can better serve disadvantaged workers. Staircases or
Treadmills? is the first comprehensive study documenting the prevalence of all types of labor
market intermediaries and investigating how these intermediaries affect workers’ employment
opportunities. Benner, Leete, and Pastor draw on years of research in two distinct regional
labor markets—“old economy” Milwaukee and “new economy” Silicon Valley—including a firstof-its-kind random survey of the prevalence and impacts of intermediaries, and a wide range of
interviews with intermediary agencies’ staff and clients. One of the main obstacles that
disadvantaged workers face is that social networks of families and friends are less effective in
connecting job-seekers to stable, quality employment. Intermediaries often serve as a
substitute method for finding a job. Which substitute is chosen, however, matters: The authors
find that the most effective organizations—including many unions, community colleges, and
local non-profits—actively foster contacts between workers and employers, tend to make longterm investments in training for career development, and seek to transform as well as satisfy
market demands. But without effective social networks to help workers locate the best
intermediaries, most rely on private temporary agencies and other organizations that offer
fewer services and, statistical analysis shows, often channel their participants into jobs with low
wages and few benefits. Staircases or Treadmills? suggests that, to become more effective,
intermediary organizations of all types need to focus more on training workers, teaching
networking skills, and fostering contact between workers and employers in the same
industries. A generation ago, rising living standards were broadly distributed and coupled with
relatively secure employment. Today, many Americans fear that heightened job insecurity is
overshadowing the benefits of dynamic economic growth. Staircases or Treadmills? is a
stimulating guide to how private and public job-matching institutions can empower
disadvantaged workers to share in economic progress.
The volume is significant in bringing together voices of African women theologians and their
allies on the urgent topic of ecology. First, it decisively intervenes into scholarly discourses on
ecofeminism by highlighting the reflections of African women scholars and African women as
subjects. This function of the volume is very important both at local and global levels. Second,
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it contributes to contextualizing of scriptural interpretation around the issue of ecology. Biblical
reflection occurs throughout the volume and is put into dialogue with African traditions, with
ecofeminism, with Africa-based mission projects, and with the current crisis of sustainability
and African women’s roles in protecting the earth. Third, the volume includes several concrete
case studies based on interviews and grassroots qualitative research, as well as especially
original articles that integrate biblical exegesis of Genesis with reflections on patriarchal legal
systems in Botswana, and an original take on “male headship” in relation to ecofeminism. –
Professor Dana L. Robert, Boston University, USA
Ever so often a book comes along that I feel should have been written years ago, and this
book is one of them. As a Christian who found faith in Nigeria in the 80s, I was intrigued by
stories about 'God Generals", those men and women that led 20th century revivals across the
world (most of them in the West). Now I have in my hands, a book that shares some of the
stories of some of my fellow countrymen who shaped the faith landscape in Nigeria. I am really
impressed with the diversity of the leaders identified and the depth of the research undertaken.
This book, in my view, should be a must read for anyone interested in origins of
Pentecostalism in Nigeria. Keno Ogbo, Co-editor, The Black Church in the 21st Century "The
Lord joined us to the ministry of Benson Idahosa for 20 years and we saw firsthand the reality
and power of the gospel in Africa that has touched the world. The Lord's sovereign work in the
continent is going to impact the globe for generations to come. Thank God for the African
church of Jesus Christ. Millions of strong and faithful believers are coming forth at this critical
time as God builds His church." Dr Kent & Ruth Hodge, President of Christian Faith Institute,
Jos, Nigeria. Christianity has been recognised to be a growing religion in Sub Sahara Africa.
The expression of Christianity that is expanding in Africa is Pentecostalism. One reason for this
growth is the renewal factor which has engulfed the whole continent. Nigeria is one of the
countries that has and is still experiencing revival that is contributing to local and global
Christianity. What is the origin of Pentecostalism in Nigeria? What contributions did the late
Archbishop Benson Idahosa make to the Pentecostal scene in Africa? Why is RCCG one of
the fastest growing Churches in the World? This book considers the history of Pentecostalism
in Nigeria by looking at the pioneering efforts of men and women who laid the foundation of the
Movement.
The third millennium. It's a time of tremendous opportunity for the church--and tremendous
challenge. More than ever, pastors need a model for ministry that can equip them for the rigors
of a restless, increasingly secularized culture. In the 21st Century Pastor, David Fisher
explores the apostle Paul's concept of ministry to offer a paradigm that is both biblical and
relevant. Paul's view is fleshed out with examples from Fisher's own twenty-five years of
pastoral experience, presenting a roadmap for today's pastor that is scholarly, practical,
dynamic, and inspiring. The 21st Century Pastor first addressees crucial issues of pastoral
identity, the significance of geography, time, and ecclesiology. It then explores Paul's
metaphors for ministry (jars of clay, farmers and builders, servants and stewards, and others)
to reveal an accurate portrait of an effective, biblical pastor--the kind who will speak to the
heart of modern culture rather than languish on its fringes. Filling the rare role of a pastor to
pastors, Fisher's sage insights help pastors answer their own identity questions, empowering
them to minister to a deeply needy society. Says Fisher, "Pastors who know what time it is will,
in the name and power of God, create communities of faith where the values of the Gospel are
embraced, taught, and lived out."
The question of contextual theology and its relevance to Africa in this time of globalization,
whereby there are rampant uncontrolled changes in cultures, technologies, economic policies,
and even people’s religious lives, is very urgent. How is contextual theology relevant in the
ever-changing contexts of the church in Africa? Indeed, there are a number of challenges
which contextual theology faces within the church in Africa, which need to be addressed
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contextually. Some such challenges include poverty, rampant violence, homosexuality,
alcoholism, the resurgence of prosperity gospel materialistic prophets and incurable illnesses
like Ebola, HIV and AIDS, and the current coronavirus (COVID-19). However, which context in
Africa? Context in Africa, as in other parts of the world, is always in flux; it is complex and fluid.
There is no permanent context. The experience of Jesus in such a changing context needs to
be rediscovered depending on what transpires in each particular place at a particular time. This
book addresses some of the overarching challenges that face contextual theology and how
such challenges should be addressed by the church in Africa in contemporary ever-changing
context for it to be relevant in Africa. It also highlights the need to move from liberation and
inculturation theologies to reconstruction theology in dealing with the challenges of the current
church. Hence, the book is important to students and scholars engaging in practical,
systematic, biblical, and contextual theologies in all their branches.
“Principles for Personal Development” In order for a person in a leadership capacity to
continue to develop and grow in their leadership role, they need the tools and information that
will enhance their leadership development. They need a road map to assist them on their
leadership journey. There are questions that every leader needs answered. What are the
principles of leadership? Are there habits and disciplines that leaders live by? How do leaders
handle adversity? How do leaders think and make decisions? P. Ronald Wilder draws from
years of study and experience to answer these questions and many more. The ABC’s of
Leadership will awaken the leader on the inside of you and give you the tools needed for your
development as a leader. It will challenge you and be your road map on your journey to
leadership greatness. In it, you will learn: • How to break out of your comfort zone • Seven
habits of successful leaders • The components of integrity • How to create momentum • Keys
to handling opposition • The five C’s of passion • A panoramic view of strategy • Plus much
more!
"God wants to answer ALL your prayers! "If He had planned it any other way, He would never
have required you to pray. But He'll hear and answer only when you're 'PRAYING THE RIGHT
WAY.' Discover the secrets and principles of effective prayer in this concise, yet
comprehensive book by Chris Oyakhilome and rid yourself of any wrong mindsets, doctrines,
perceptions, practices and prayers that may have clogged the wheels of your prayer life.
This book is a study of the book of Revelation. Included in this study is a comparison of Daniel
and Revelation as related to the end times.
Part contemporary detective story, part World War II historical narrative, No Surrender is the
inspiring true story of Roddie Edmonds, a Knoxville-born enlistee who risked his life during the
final days of World War II to save others from murderous Nazis, and the lasting effects his
actions had on thousands of lives—then and now. Captured in the Battle of the Bulge, Master
Sergeant Roddie Edmonds was the highest-ranking American soldier at Stalag IXA, a prisoner
of war camp near Ziegenhain, Germany. A native of Knoxville, Tennessee, Roddie was a
simple, soft-spoken man of deep inner strength and unwavering Christian faith. Though he was
driven to the limits of endurance, Roddie refused to succumb to Nazi brutality toward the
Jewish-American GIs with whom he was serving. Through his inspiring leadership and bravery
Roddie saved the lives of hundreds of U.S. infantrymen in those perilous final days of the
Second World War. His fearless actions continue to reverberate today. Growing up, Pastor
Chris Edmonds knew little of his father’s actions in the war. To learn the truth, he followed a
trail of clues, a journey that spanned seven decades and linked a sprawling cast of heroes,
both known and unknown, from every corner of the country. In No Surrender, Pastor Chris,
joined by New York Times bestselling co-author Douglas Century, chronicles his odyssey to
tell the unforgettable story of his father and his remarkable valor. He also provides startling
details (and vantage points) of some of the major events of World War II and United States
Army initiatives that helped the Allies win the war, including the Battle of the Bulge, the
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massacre at Malmedy, and the now-little-known Army Specialized Training Program which
prepared brilliant young “soldier-scholars”—or “Quiz Kids”—from across the nation to battle the
Nazis. As compelling as the number-one New York Times bestsellers Unbroken, Boys on the
Boat, Band of Brothers, and Schindler’s List, illustrated with photographs and historical
documents throughout, No Surrender is an epic story of bravery, compassion, and faith, and
an inspiring testament to man’s goodness. It is also a clarion call for our narcissistic age—a
shining example of the transformative and redemptive power of moral courage.
This student workbook corresponds with the Foundations of Faith 100 level class: From seeker
to believer. The focus of the class is to invite students to build a solid foundation of belief in the
person of Christ. Students will examine the foundational elements of faith systems and
understand the foundational distinctions of a Christ-centered worldview. Students will be
challenged to apply the definitions of faith and truth in their examination of the Bible as God's
inerrant revelation. The second student workbook provides students the opportunity to
examine the storyline and personal application of God's revelation through a Christ-centered
lens.
How congregations can change into missional, fruitful learning communities "Jim and Trisha
understand that profound change roots in individuals before it transfuses systems. Having
observed the cycle in themselves as well as in others, they shepherd us into the remissioning
work of the Holy Spirit."--Thomas F. Tumblin, professor of leadership, Asbury Theological
Seminary In a groundbreaking seven-year experience, Jim Herrington and Trisha Taylor led a
cluster of churches in a process of personal and congregational transformation that is
producing hope and health. Built on a sound understanding of learning organization theory,
adaptive leadership, family systems theory, and recent discoveries in the neurosciences,
Herrington and Taylor developed and refined a highly fruitful model of church renewal. This
model begins with personal renewal in which congregations learn how to become learning
communities and ends with church-wide transformation. Learning Change is the pastor and
congregational leaders' field guide to leading change. Each chapter provides training and
information, an aspect of the learning change model, stories of real-life experiences in
churches, and questions and suggestions for taking this information into a congregational
context.
Caring for your pastor and the difference it makes. Caring for your pastor and the difference it
makes. What do you think about your pastor? Do you chew over his sermons and wonder if
they are clear and helpful? Do you feel he spends enough time with you? In fact, do you ever
catch yourself wondering what he does all day? The truth is, often we think, "What can my
pastor do for me?" Far less often do we think, "What can I do for my pastor?" Seasoned former
pastor, Christopher Ash, urges church members to think about pastors not just in terms of what
they do €“ how they lead and pray and preach and teach and so on €“ but about who they are.
He encourages us to remember that pastors are people and to pray for them as they serve us.
Paradoxically, caring for our pastor will be a blessing to us as well as to them, and create a
culture of true fellowship in our church family.
Bestselling author and pastor Chris Hodges helps those struggling with depression find
liberating solutions by drawing from the life of the prophet Elijah. Shame about the dark
thoughts swirling in your mind. Guilt about how powerless you feel to overcome negative
emotions. Alternating bouts of sadness and numbness. You might be asking, Should a
Christian even be having these struggles? Depression is the number one health issue in the
world today, yet those who suffer are still sometimes stigmatized--especially followers of
Jesus. Many assume God's peace, power, and protection should prevent us from ever feeling
anxious, depressed, and afraid. But the Bible teaches otherwise, particularly in its depiction of
the life of the Old Testament prophet Elijah. In Out of the Cave, bestselling author and pastor
Chris Hodges uses Elijah's life to show us that everyone is susceptible to depression. Even
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when we're walking closely with God, we can still stumble and get lost in the wilderness of
tangled emotions. But we don't have to stay there, because we serve a God who meets us in
the darkness. Out of the Cave helps us remove the stigma of depression and realize we're not
alone; understand the ways our temperament and view of God affect the way we handle
depression; and learn a comprehensive approach to wellness—mind, body, and soul—from
Elijah's journey. With his trademark blend of Bible-based wisdom, practical application, and
vulnerability in sharing his personal struggles, Hodges explores the causes of depression we
can't change, the contributors we can conquer, and offers transformative hope and spiritual
power to help us win the battle.
Quadriplegics do not simply walk again - yet millions watched as Chris Norton took ten nearly
impossible steps. With his fiancée, Emily, supporting at his side, those unbelievable steps
became the start of an extraordinary journey for them both. The Seven Longest Yards tells the
unforgettable love story of how Chris and Emily battled unbelievable odds with faithful
determination to discover that life's lowest moments can be our greatest gifts. In a moment,
Chris went from a talented 18-year-old college football player with a promising future to flat on
his back with a broken neck and a 3% chance of ever moving or feeling anything below his
neck, much less walking again. The life Chris dreamt of - including his hope for finding love was shattered. At least, so he thought. Determined to prove the doctors wrong and to find love,
Chris pushed himself through grueling, daily workouts until four years later, Chris walked
across the stage to receive his college diploma, with Emily's help and the world's astonished
applause. Meanwhile, Emily faced her own challenges as she sunk into a deep battle against
anxiety and depression. Despite a devoted fiancé, a fulfilling career working with youth, and a
strong faith, she couldn't shake the mental darkness that clouded their promising future. Day
by day, decision by decision, Chris and Emily committed themselves to taking the extra step,
trusting God, and leaning on the help of others. In a story of unforgettable grit and courageous
faith, this extraordinary couple’s journey led them to ultimately tackle the longest seven yards
together - down the wedding aisle and into a new life. And what a new life it has become: as
Chris and Emily have adopted five beautiful girls and welcomed seventeen (and counting!)
foster children into their home and hearts. From their private struggles to shared blessings,
their moving memoir told from both of their unique perspectives is your stirring invitation to put
one foot in front of the other, especially in the face of the impossible. You might just find, as
they have, that God can transform our lowest points into life's greatest gifts.
Ford's four-step plan for growth, specifically designed for small churches, reveals how to
develop the four core ministries every church needs to succeed: prayer, discipleship, follow-up,
and outreach. (Social Issues)

America is dreadfully divided over politics, race, gender, and class. Unfortunately, the
church isn’t much better. Galatians 3:28 states, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave
nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” Paul gives us the
kingdom paradigm for how Christians can be one without being the same. Serious
learners and people intent on changing the status quo will find sound, biblical
perspectives and real life examples to guide them. Readers will discover: How people
of different races can come together, moving beyond superficiality Why women should
be empowered to lead in the local church How Christians can be one without being the
same politically What God says about wealthy and poor Christians empowering each
other This book boldly addresses the topics Christians keep avoiding. But get ready.
God’s Diverse Kingdom is coming on earth as it is in heaven!
Helps readers move beyond the wounds and baggage of bitterness, disagreements,
and broken relationships. "True or false: most Christian pastors and counselors agree
on what forgiveness is and how it should take place." This question is part of Chris
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Brauns's Forgiveness Quiz that draws readers into his book and gets them thinking
about the subject of forgiveness. The truth is, pastors and counselors disagree
profoundly on this subject. Unpacking Forgiveness combines sound theological thinking
and honesty about the complicated questions many face to provide readers with a solid
understanding of biblical forgiveness. Only God's Word can unpack forgiveness. The
wounds are too deep for us to find healing on our own, and the questions are too
complex to be unraveled by anything but the wisdom of God. This book goes beyond a
feel-good doctrine of automatic forgiveness, balancing the beauty of God's grace and
the necessity of forgiveness with the teaching that forgiveness must take place in a way
that is consistent with justice.
“The book It’s Okay, You’re with My Father: A Child Abuse Investigator’s Call to the
Church, by Chris Shelton, is the inside story of one who has been there, one who has
worked with victims, but one who still had the love of Christ in him when dealing with
perpetrators. There was never a task too small or too large for Chris to tackle if it
helped to find justice for victims or their families. Chris stood for the children, and often
the terms of justice were creative, sometime amazing, but always filled with his prayers.
While reading the book, I could visualize the characters and could see Chris giving
support, but never losing sight of the importance of his belief that we are all children of
God. I always felt during an investigation that Chris Shelton had my back. He took small
pieces of evidence and worked with each piece until the justice system had the whole. I
am honored to recommend this book; it is written by a man who has been in the
trenches but did not forget what was important.” —Cathy L Young, DNSc, FNP-BC,
coordinator of the Family Nurse Practitioner Track, Arkansas State University College
of Nursing and Health Professions
We have real hope we’re called to share. But how we share it makes a difference.
Christians today face a dilemma: in a world that seems to reject everything we believe,
how do we walk closely with God without caving to pressure or alienating those we
hope to reach? In this eye-opening new book, Chris Hodges provides a solution by
examining the life of the prophet Daniel, who persevered in a corrupt culture that
closely resembles our own—and emerged as an influential force in God’s redemptive
plan. Full of scripture and seasoned with Hodges’ candid personal insights, The Daniel
Dilemma shows us that we can hold firmly to biblical beliefs without becoming
obnoxious, insulting, or mad. We can stand strong while loving others well. Because
standing for truth isn’t about winning the argument; it’s about winning hearts. And
when we learn the secret of connecting before correcting, we discover that we can
respond to today’s hard questions without compromising grace or truth. With fresh
insights and practical ideas, Hodges encourages Christians struggling with our cultural
reality to hold God’s standards high and his grace deep—just as Jesus did, and just as
his followers today are called to do.
As Christians, we have real hope in Jesus that we have been called to share with
others. But how we share that hope makes a difference. In a world that rejects
everything we believe, we face a dilemma: how do we walk closely with God without
caving in to pressure or alienating those we want to reach? In this six-session video
Bible study, Chris Hodges looks at the lives of both Daniel and Jesus, showing how we
can stand for our biblical beliefs without being hostile or insulting to others. We can
stand up for God's truth in a morally corrupt culture–while still loving others–because
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the goal is never about winning the argument but about winning hearts. As Jesus
demonstrated, when we connect with others before we correct them, we can handle the
hard questions without compromising God's grace or truth. Chris offers fresh insights
and practical ideas to encourage Christians struggling with their cultural reality to hold
God's standards high and to keep his grace deep–just as Jesus did, and just as his
followers today are called to do. The Daniel Dilemma Study Guide includes video
discussion questions, Bible exploration, and personal study and reflection materials for
in-between sessions. Sessions include: In the World but Not of It Identity Theft You Are
What You Worship Who's the Boss? Divided, Distracted, and Disturbed What the World
Needs Now Designed for use with the Daniel Dilemma Video Study (sold separately).
In the last several years, much has been written about growing economic challenges,
increasing income inequality, and political polarization in the United States. Addressing
these new realities in America's metropolitan regions, this book argues that a few
lessons are emerging: first, inequity is bad for economic growth; second, bringing
together the concerns of equity and growth requires concerted local action; and third,
the fundamental building block for doing this is the creation of diverse and dynamic
epistemic (or knowledge) communities, which help to overcome political polarization
and to address the challenges of economic restructuring and social divides.
While much recent attention has been focused on the subprime lending and foreclosure
crisis, little has been said about its radically-disparate impact. Drawing upon history as
well as insight into the current crisis, this book shows that this crisis is not an anomaly,
especially for people of color; nor is it over. People of color have been excluded from
wealth-building opportunities via homeownership continuously throughout United States
history, from the outright denial of credit and residential racial discrimination, to
federally-sponsored urban renewal programs. The subprime lending and foreclosure
crisis is predicted to strip a quarter of a trillion dollars in wealth from black and Latino
homeowners. It has reversed home ownership gains for people of color and has
decimated neighborhoods across the United States while impacting local, regional,
national, and international economies. The consequences are devastating. This
collection of essays provides a framework for creating equitable policy and ultimately
building more stable communities for all Americans.
..WEEPING MAY ENDURE FOR A NIGHT, BUT JOY COMETH IN THE MORNING
(PSALM 30:5) Doubts, depression, and discouragement are characteristic responses of
someone who has endured the worst life offers. When a promise from God does not
come to pass, the aftermath is often confusion about the validity of a personal
relationship with the Lord. In Praying Through Sorrows, coauthors Dutch Sheets and
Chris Jackson confront the emotional anguish of awaiting the arrival of a long delayed
recovery and healing from such difficult situations. You will learn how to overcome the
debilitation state of "hope deferred," while seeking a restoration of faith in God's
goodness. IF YOU ARE SUFFERING, THIS BOOK IS JUST WHAT YOU NEED.
What if God has had a plan for your life since the very beginning? Not just the
beginning of your life, but from the foundations of faith itself? In Four Cups, pastor and
New York Times best-selling author Chris Hodges shares an astonishing truth: The key
to your spiritual fulfillment is found in four promises that God first spoke to His people in
the Old Testament, and that are still at the core of his heart and his plans for you today.
God wants to rescue you; to deliver you from whatever holds you back; for you to live
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out His plan for your life; and for you to be part of a family that is making a difference.
Steeped in Jewish history and tradition, yet breathing the transforming hope of Christ
on every page, Four Cups will help you move forward on your spiritual journey. You’ll
understand the four stages of faith, believe the promises of God for your life . . . and
discover what it means to be truly fulfilled.
From the author of ‘Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do For You’ comes yet another
inspirational book about the Holy Spirit and His ministry in the life of the believer.In
Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do In You, Pastor Chris introduces the Holy Spirit
and shows you seven things He will do in you; seven crucial blessings you will have in
your life only when you receive Him and give Him full, unlimited access.Get ready for a
fresh revelation of Who the Holy Spirit is and what He can do in your life. And begin to
enjoy the fullness of the blessings of His presence as you walk with Him daily.
God’s power is alive today! Let’s face it: church can be too boring—too predictable.
People have never been so hungry for an authentic manifestation of God’s power.
Missionary stories of profound miracles in other nations abound, but what about in my
nation, my city, or my home? Testimonies of past miracles are prolific, but where are
they in my generation? Miracle Invasion includes modern examples of spiritual gifts in
action and true stories that will rekindle expectation that the Holy Spirit is still alive and
well, working in our time, on our continent, whenever we welcome his presence. In
Miracle Invasion, you’ll see:God is at work for your good—today!All things are possible
with God.God is no respecter of persons. You matter to God.You are on the brink of a
miracle, so don’t give up. The Holy Spirit has not forgotten about the twenty-first
century church. People in North America are experiencing God’s power in authentic
demonstrations of the Spirit. We serve an extraordinary God who loves to act
supernaturally on behalf of ordinary people.
In these five simple keys, believers will be able to reach their family for Christ. Known
for his book and teachings The Favor Factor, author and speaker Arni Jacobson brings
a simple plan for those who have wanted to know what they can do for their unbelieving
family members, but did not know how to approach the question. He shows that
through prayer and standing strong against Satan, even though believers can expect a
family uproar, they can still create an environment of worship and believe in the depths
of their hearts that they will see changes and miracles happen in the lives of loved
ones.
This book by Carl C. Anthony offers a new story about race and place intended to
bridge long-standing racial divides. The long-ignored history of African-American
contributions to American infrastructure and the modern economic system is placed in
the larger context of the birth of the universe and the evolution of humanity in Africa.
The author interweaves personal experiences as an architect/planner, environmentalist,
and black American with urban history, racial justice, cosmology, and the challenge of
healing the environmental and social damage that threatens the future of humankind.
Thoughtful writing about race, urban planning, and environmental and social equity is
sparked by stories of life as an African American child in post–World War II
Philadelphia, a student and civil rights activist in 1960s Harlem, a traveling student of
West African architecture and culture, and a pioneering environmental justice advocate
in Berkeley and New York. This book will appeal to everyone troubled by racism and
searching for solutions, including individuals exploring their identity and activists eager
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to democratize power and advance equitable policies in historically marginalized
communities. This is a rich, insightful encounter with an American urbanist with a
uniquely expansive perspective on human origins, who sets forth what he calls an
“inclusive vision for a shared planetary future.”
Miracle InvasionAmazing true stories of the Holy Spirit's gifts at work todayBroadStreet
Publishing Group LLC
The Command of Melchizedek dwells upon often overlooked verses of scripture and
the deep spiritual import of these prophetic writings from a theological and deepthinking perspective; it expands on the person of Melchizedek and the attendant order
and command which followed the ascension of Jesus into heaven, which order states,
"Let all the Angels of God worship him," and also "Worship Him, all you gods." It
reaches into the mind of Moses when he wrote Genesis, opening with these words from
the Torah, "Beresiyt Bara Elohim," meaning "In the beginning, Gods created..." and not
"God created" as we know it. It lights up in our hearts the truth of the creator making
Adam and Eve, male and female, expressly in their own image and likeness, after the
Father and the Mother.
The Gift of Jesus is a thoroughly trustworthy and inspiring devotional focused on the
amazing gift of Jesus and what that means in our daily lives. It was created and written
by General Editor Johnny Hunt, former president of the Southern Baptist Convention
along with 51 Southern Baptist pastors and ministry leaders, including Dr. James
Merritt, Dr. Ronnie Floyd, Dr. Steve Dighton, Dr. Don Wilton, Dr. Ted Traylor, and Dr.
Michael Cloer. Each daily entry includes Scripture passages, a devotion, and a prayer.
Explore such interesting themes as Jesus our Savior; Jesus, our companion for life;
abiding in Christ; Jesus, our Rest; the basis of hope; God is with you; and how the Bible
changes lives. This is the seventh book in the My Daily™series of devotionals with more
than 500,000 units sold.
In 1996, the Los Angeles Bus Riders Union, a grassroots advocacy organization, won a
historic legal victory against the city’s Metropolitan Transit Authority. The resulting
consent decree forced the MTA for a period of ten years to essentially reorient the
mass transit system to better serve the city’s poorest residents. A stunning reversal of
conventional governance and planning in urban America, which almost always favors
wealthier residents, this decision is also, for renowned urban theorist Edward W. Soja,
a concrete example of spatial justice in action. In Seeking Spatial Justice, Soja argues
that justice has a geography and that the equitable distribution of resources, services,
and access is a basic human right. Building on current concerns in critical geography
and the new spatial consciousness, Soja interweaves theory and practice, offering new
ways of understanding and changing the unjust geographies in which we live. After
tracing the evolution of spatial justice and the closely related notion of the right to the
city in the influential work of Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey, and others, he
demonstrates how these ideas are now being applied through a series of case studies
in Los Angeles, the city at the forefront of this movement. Soja focuses on such
innovative labor–community coalitions as Justice for Janitors, the Los Angeles Alliance
for a New Economy, and the Right to the City Alliance; on struggles for rent control and
environmental justice; and on the role that faculty and students in the UCLA
Department of Urban Planning have played in both developing the theory of spatial
justice and putting it into practice. Effectively locating spatial justice as a theoretical
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concept, a mode of empirical analysis, and a strategy for social and political action, this
book makes a significant contribution to the contemporary debates about justice, space,
and the city.
This book is a direct offspring of the schism in the Worldwide Anglican Communion
concerning its traditional and future identity, which came apart in 2003 over the election
of V. Gene Robinson, a practicing gay priest as the Bishop of New Hampshire, United
States. When 62 out of 107 leaders of the Episcopal Church {US Anglicans} confirmed
his ordination at its triennial conference later that year, the ice that held "God's frozen
people" together for so long began to thaw. For the 38 provinces of World Anglicanism,
it's been a sloppy and loud reversal of communion since its February 10-15, 1997
"Second Anglican Encounter in the South", at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The prophetic
theme of that meeting; "The Place of Scripture in the Life and Mission of the Church in
the 21st Century", has been challenged by theologically "enlightened" American, British
and Canadian Councils. Revisionist ministers and methods then began to dictate the
life and mission of these dioceses.
In this book, Pastor Chris reveals one of the most important relationship secrets. The
secret in this book, which is a very deep relationship secret, has been hidden for ages.
Access to the secret will empower you to marry without further delay, if you are single.
Access to the secret will empower you to enjoy your marriage, if you are married.
Access to the secret will empower you to reconcile with your spouse, if you are
separated. Access to the secret will also empower you to succeed in every kind of
relationship. This book is a powerful tool for succeeding in all kinds of relationships.
Pastor Chris Ojigbani is the Apostle of Marriage. God commissioned him to liberate
marriages through the preaching of the Word. He is the Senior Pastor of Covenant
Singles and Married Ministries. He and his wife Pastor Uche, who is also involved in the
ministry, live in Lagos, Nigeria. His television programme, Singles and Married with
Pastor Chris Ojigbani, is aired on various television stations in many parts of the world.
He also conducts interactive marriage seminars in different countries.
Africans’ prevailing interest in the prosperity gospel is not only connected to the
influence of American prosperity teachers reaching a worldwide audience through their
imaginative use of the media, but is also related to the African worldview and African
traditional religion, and its lasting influence on contemporary Africans and the way they
think about prosperity, as well as their interest in prosperity in post-colonial Africa. The
research from a classical Pentecostal perspective about the impact of the prosperity
message on Africa is necessary, timely, and relevant because of its influence in the
African Pentecostal movement and its potential to harm the faith of believers, leading to
the potential disillusionment of Christian believers who put their trust (and money) in
formulas and recipes that seemingly only work for others, especially the prosperity
leaders who lead by example with incredulous riches and wealth.
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